Tuning ratios, densities, and supramolecular spacing in bifunctional DNA-modified gold nanoparticles.
Methods for combining multiple functions into well-defined nanomaterials are still lacking, despite their need in nanomedicine and within the broader field of nanotechnology. Here several strategies for controlling the amount and the ratio of combinations of labeled DNA on 13-nm gold nanoparticles using self-assembly of thiolated DNA and/or DNA-directed assembly are explored. It is found that the self-assembly of mixtures of fluorescently labeled DNA can lead to a higher amount of labeled DNA per particle; however, the ratio of fluorophores on the nanoparticles differs greatly from that in the self-assembly solution. In contrast, when fluorescently labeled DNA are hybridized to DNA-modified gold nanoparticles, the fluorophore ratio on the nanoparticles is much closer to their ratio in solution. The use of bifunctional DNA-doublers in self-assembly and DNA-directed assembly is also explored to increase the complexity of these materials and control their composition. Finally, tuning the distance between the labels from 2.9 to 5.4 nm was achieved using different hybridized DNA clamp complexes. Fluorescent results suggest that assembling these clamps on nanoparticle surfaces may be possible, although the resulting label spacing could not be quantified.